We extend to quenched disordered systems the variational scheme for real space renormalization group calculations that we recently introduced for homogeneous spin Hamiltonians. When disorder is present our approach gives access to the flow of the renormalized Hamiltonian distribution, from which one can compute the critical exponents if the correlations of the renormalized couplings retain finite range. Key to the variational approach is the bias potential found by minimizing a convex functional in statistical mechanics. This potential reduces dramatically the Monte Carlo relaxation time in large disordered systems. We demonstrate the method with applications to dilute Ising, random field Ising and short-range spin glass models, on the two-dimensional square lattice.
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Understanding the phase diagram of quenchdisordered systems, such as glasses or materials with a disordered distribution of defects, is a major scientific goal. Going beyond the mean field approximation is challenging, even for simple model systems described by spin degrees of freedom on a lattice. The effect of fluctuations on the equilibrium properties of translationally invariant spin models has been studied successfully with real space Monte Carlo (MC) renormalization group (RG) techniques [1] [2] [3] , but direct MCRG studies of disordered systems face major difficulties. In random systems the free energy is an average over disorder realizations drawn from a probability distribution. In this context, the RG flow of the Hamiltonian distribution is of fundamental importance [4] . The parameters defining that distribution are the scaling variables, as shown in Eq. 7 below, and one needs an MC scheme to compute how they change under scale transformations. This requires an average of the RG flows of many Hamiltonians, each with an extensive number of quench-disordered couplings. Moreover, in disordered systems MC relaxation times tend to be significantly longer than in translationally invariant systems. So far, the challenge of dealing with many random couplings has been avoided, either by limiting the form of the disordered renormalized Hamiltonian, or by adopting techniques that do not require its explicit calculation [5, 6] .
Recently, we introduced a scheme called variational Monte Carlo renormalization group (VMCRG) [7] that facilitates the calculation of the renormalized coupling constants and critical exponents by substantially mitigating the effects of critical slowing down. Here we show that this approach is particularly useful when dealing with quench-disordered models. In these systems, VMCRG makes possible computing the evolution of the coupling distribution under scale transformations, while sampling difficulties due to disorder are greatly alleviated. By parametrizing the evolving distribution in terms of local correlations between the renormalized couplings, one recovers the scaling law for the singular part of the free energy and the approach leads to a viable scheme for computing the critical exponents. We illustrate the formalism with applications to three disordered systems on a 2D regular lattice: a dilute Ising model, an Ising model in random field, and a spin glass model with short-range interactions.
In the following we consider a generic quenchdisordered Hamiltonian with local interactions on a lattice of N sites:
Here the index α specifies the coupling type, such as nearest neighbor, next nearest neighbor, smallest plaquette, etc. The index i runs over the N lattice sites, while s runs over the N s (α) point group symmetry operations that generate distinct couplings of type α stemming from site i. For example, the nearest neighbor coupling has two terms at each lattice site, while the smallest plaquette has only one. S i,s α are products of spins in the neighborhood of i specified by α and s. The coupling constants K i,s α are made dimensionless by incorporating the factor (k B T ) −1 in their definition. The vector K denotes the full set {K i,s α } of couplings corresponding to a disorder realization drawn from the probability density P v (K) specified by the parameter set v.
Let σ = τ (σ) be a coarse-graining transformation corresponding to a scale dilation that preserves the symmetry of P v (K), such as Kadanoff's block spin transformation [8] . The corresponding renormalized couplings K and Hamiltonian H K are related to their original counterparts by
Here δ τ (σ),σ is the Kroneker delta function. g(K) indicates the "background" free energy per site of a RG transformation [9] so that H K does not contain spin independent terms. Let R be the RG map of the coupling arXiv:1810.09579v1 [cond-mat.stat-mech] 22 Oct 2018 constants implicitly defined by Eq. 2:
The distribution of the renormalized constants P v (K ) is related to P v (K) by
Thus, upon coarse-graining of σ, the renormalization of the coupling constants, from K to K , induces a renormalization from v to v . The free energy of a quench-disordered system is
and only depends on v. Upon a scale transformation it becomes
By virtue of Eq. 5 and 6 and because g(K) in Eq. 2 is not singular, the following scaling relation holds for the singular part of the free energy per site, f s (v):
where b is the block size of the scaling transformation and d is the dimensionality of space. Thus, in disordered systems, v rather than K plays the role of scaling variable.
In our procedure we calculate K = R(K) for a representative number of quenched realizations. Each map involves a large number of disordered coupling constants. Sampling is hampered by the rugged energy landscape and is slowed down by long-range correlations near criticality. VMCRG overcomes these difficulties by adding to the renormalized Hamiltonian H K (σ ) a bias potential V (σ ) so that the distribution of σ under the Hamiltonian H K (σ ) + V (σ ) becomes equal to a preset target probability p t (σ ). By choosing the uniform distribution for the latter, i.e. p t (σ ) = ( N for Ising systems, the variables σ are uncorrelated. Thus, finite size effects are greatly reduced because, in the biased system, the correlation functions decay exponentially over a distance approximately equal to b, the linear size of the block spin, even at criticality. Following [10] the bias potential that performs this task minimizes the convex functional Ω [V ] given by:
The minimizing potential, V min , satisfies [7] :
modulo an immaterial constant. Thus, by minimizing Ω one finds the renormalized Hamiltonian. In practice, we adopt for V a finite representation that parallels the one of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1:
The minimizing coefficients, J min = {J i α,min }, can be found by minimizing Ω with a gradient descent procedure [10] . In disordered systems, the number of unknown coefficients is large and we use only the diagonal part of the Hessian [10] . Empirically, we find that the optimization cost increases linearly with the number of coefficients J i,s α , making possible calculations on large lattices. We have by virtue of Eq. 9:
By iterating this process we construct the map K = R(K). The procedure is repeated for N D disorder realizations, generating many K vectors distributed according to P v (K ) at each RG iteration. This distribution can be visualized with histograms representing the marginal distribution of coupling type α:
Here δ is a delta-function approximant with support , the histogram width. The RG flow of Q v (K α ) is very informative, because depending on the bare couplings of the original Hamiltonian, Q v may flow toward a fixed distribution that is either trivial or critical. We indicate by v * the parameter set corresponding to the critical distribution. By Eq. 7, in order to compute the critical exponents we should compute the leading eigenvalue(s) of the Jacobian ∂v ∂v at v * . Assuming that the correlations between the couplings are short ranged we may use a finite set of short-ranged basis functions U β (K) to represent P v (K) [5] :
Here C is a normalizing constant and the index β specifies the coupling correlation type, such as one-body, twobody, etc., associated to products of different K α or combinations thereof. The sum over β includes terms of increasing range up to some cutoff distance on the lattice.
The vector parameter v corresponds to the set of amplitudes {v β }. The coupling functions U β (K) are sums of local coupling products that play a role similar to that of the spin functions S i,s α (σ) in Eq. 1. For example, for Hamiltonians with nearest neighbor (K nn ) and next nearest neighbor (K nnn ) couplings, the first four
and
nnn . Taking the derivative ∂v ∂v in the close proximity of v * , we obtain:
where
Here · denotes an average under the distribution P v (K). Eq. 14-16 are analogous to the relations originally derived by Swendsen for the Jacobian of the RG flow of K in homogeneous models [1] . In the systems that we studied, we found that a relatively short cutoff distance in the expansion over the U β functions was sufficient for convergence. We now consider random systems on the square twodimensional (2D) lattice to demonstrate the method. We start with a dilute Ising model, which in 2D is marginal for the Harris criterion [11] that is commonly used to characterize whether disorder is important at criticality. The Hamiltonian is
Here K DI > 0, i, j denotes nearest neighbors, and k ij = 1 or 1 2 with probability p and 1 − p. We take p = 1 2 , for which the critical value of K DI is known to be K DI,c = 0.609377... by a duality argument [12] . We adopt the majority rule with a random tie-breaker on b × b blocks with b = 2. Three couplings are included in the renormalized Hamiltonian, namely nearest neighbor (K nn ), next nearest neighbor (K nnn ), and smallest plaquette (K ), which are the most important couplings in the homogeneous Ising model. The calculations are done on 128 2 lattices for 4 RG iterations for three values of K DI , i.e. K DI = K DI,c , 0.60, and 0.62. In addition, for K DI = K DI,c , we carry out a 5th iteration on a 256 2 lattice. For n = 5, we deal with spin blocks of linear size b n = 32, for which spin correlations are significant and slow down the sampling. In this case, we find that sampling efficiency improves significantly by adopting Wolff algorithm [13] instead of Metropolis algorithm [14] used in all other simulations in this paper.
We report in Fig. 1 the RG flow of the marginal distribution Q v (K nn ). The distribution initiating at K DI = K DI,c converges to a fixed distribution, whereas for K DI < K DI,c the distribution keeps drifting to lower couplings, and to higher couplings when K DI > K DI,c , as expected for convergence to the paramagnetic (PM) fixed point (K nn → 0) and to the ferromagnetic (FM) fixed point (K nn → ∞), respectively. The marginal distributions Q v (K nnn ) and Q v (K ) show similar behavior [15] . The RG evolution suggests that the PM and the FM fixed points are not effected by disorder, i.e. they correspond to homogeneous macroscopic phases. On the contrary the critical distribution has a finite width and is non-Gaussian as expected for systems that remain inhomogeneous at all length scales at criticality [16] .
As detailed in the supplementary material (SM) [15], we use 17 coupling functions U β (K) to represent the distribution P v (K) in the computation of the critical exponents. Previous MC [17] and analytical [18] [19] [20] studies have found that the dilute Ising model has the same critical exponents of the homogeneous Ising model in 2D. With the adopted representation we find a value of 2.018(6) for the leading even eigenvalue λ e of the Jacobian matrix, to be compared with λ e = 2 of the homogeneous 2D Ising model. We could not reduce the error of our estimate by adding more U β functions, a finding that suggests that the renormalized Hamiltonian should include more couplings than just nearest neighbor, next nearest neighbor, and square terms for better accuracy. A more systematic study of the dependence of the leading eigenvalues on the RG couplings and their coupling functions is deferred to a future study. Next, we consider the random field Ising model:
where K RFI is positive, and the h i s are independent unit Gaussian random variables. In the VMCRG calculations, we use a 64 2 lattice, and adopt the majority rule with b = 2 for 3 RG iterations. We use four couplings, the three even couplings of the dilute Ising model and one odd coupling constant K M describing the strength of the local magnetization S i M = σ i to account for the random magnetic field. As shown in Fig. 2 (middle panel) when K RFI = 0.8, a coupling strength well above 0.4407, the critical coupling of the homogeneous Ising model, a random field with strength h 0 = 1.0 destroys the long range magnetic order, consistent with the exact result [21] that the free energy of the random field Ising model is rounded by the addition of any finite random magnetic field. On the other hand, the distribution of K i M broadens as RG iterates (Fig. 2, left) , indicating that the disorder of the local magnetic field is relevant. Lastly, we consider the spin glass Hamiltonian:
where the nearest neighbor couplings k ij take values equal to ±1 with equal probability. Spin glass order is signaled by non-vanishing values of the Edwards-Anderson order parameter q [22] :
where Z K is the partition function for the Hamiltonian H K . By introducing a new Ising variable µ i = σ i σ i , Eq. 21 defines an effective Hamiltonian for the µ spins:
so that q is equal to the quenched average of i µ i H eff (µ) , the total magnetization of the µ-system. Thus, the emergence of spin glass order is signaled by the emergence of magnetic order in the µ-system [23] . Note that the statistical weight associated to a configuration µ requires tracing out the σ degrees of freedom: this is a coarse-graining process and we can use the variational principle of Eq. 8 to estimate the effective disordered Hamiltonian of the µ spins. Then we can monitor the RG flow of the µ spin Hamiltonian by making successive block spin transformations, again exploiting the variational principle.
We have applied the above procedure involving two types of coarse graining transformations, one to obtain the effective Hamiltonian of the µ-system and the other to perform iteratively RG scale transformation by blocking the µ spins. We report in Fig. 2 (right panel) the corresponding marginal distribution of the nearest neighbor couplings obtained for a Hamiltonian with K SG = 1.2 on a 128 2 lattice by including 3 local couplings: K nn , K nnn , K . In the figure, n = 0 indicates the coarse-graining transformation to generate H eff (µ), while n = 1, 2 indicate two successive RG transformations of the µ-system. The marginal distribution keeps drifting toward lower coupling constants, consistent with the accepted view that there is no spin glass ordering at finite temperature in 2D [24] . Finally, we discuss relaxation to equilibrium. We focus on the magnetization, i.e. M = . In Fig. 3 , we plot C M (t) for biased and unbiased simulations for dilute Ising (top panel), random field Ising (middle panel), and spin glass (bottom panel) models. A single disorder realization was considered in all the plots, but we checked that the observed behavior in the biased ensemble did not change significantly for different realizations. While unbiased dynamics strongly depends on the lattice size, biased dynamics is fast and essentially size independent. The physical reason for the slow and size dependent unbiased dynamics is different in the three cases. Critical slowing down affects the dilute Ising model simulation. Criticality is absent in random field Ising and spin glass models but dynamics is severely hampered by disorder. Note that the unbiased dynamics is extremely slow for a spin glass already on a 16 2 lattice. The above approach can be applied to other disordered models. For example, we have results for dilute Ising and random field Ising models in 3D, finding again that the computational cost is essentially linear with the lattice size. An RG study of the 3D short-ranged spin glass would be particularly interesting as there are many important open issues regarding this model and the nature of its ordered phase. With Metropolis algorithm, we are able to carry out only the n = 1 RG calculation without excessive cost on a 64 3 lattice below the spin glass transition temperature. Advanced sampling techniques such as parallel tempering [25] could allow more levels of RG iterations.
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